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______________________________________________________________
Ref:- OW/2019/G/

Date: 22nd July, 2019

PUBLIC NOTICE
The candidates who appeared for the State Eligibility Test (SET) held on 23rd June, 2019 should note
that the Interim Answer Keys & the Online Feedback Form are uploaded on the University website
http://setexam.unipune.ac.in on 22/7/2019 and will be available up to 29/7/2019. The students who are not
satisfied with the answer in the answer keys displayed, may give their feedback/challenge answers in the
prescribed Online feedback form, with evidence(s).
The candidates should note the following things before filing the online feedback form.
1. First ensure the question(s) for which the feedback is to be given.
2. Accordingly, draw a Demand Draft of appropriate amount (@Rs.1000/- per question) on any branch of
Bank of Maharashtra or HDFC Bank in favor of “Finance & Accounts Officer, Savitribai Phule Pune
University, Pune” payable at Pune.
3. Each Candidate can submit Online Feedback Form only once.
4. Fill in the required information in the online feedback form. (Preview the form to ensure correctness)
5. After successful submission of the form through online mode, take a printout of the same.
6. The printout of the feedback form along with Demand Draft, Xerox copies of documentary evidences, if
any, should reach to “The Co-ordinator (SET), SET Bhavan, Savitribai Phule Pune University, Pune411007 on or before 5th August, 2019.
7. No challenges will be accepted without online feedback form submission. In case, the feedback is
accepted, the fee corresponding to the number of answers /challenges accepted will be refunded to
the respective candidate. In all other cases the fee once paid will not be refunded.
8. The incomplete applications i.e. applications without Demand Draft, receipt of form after deadline
i.e. 05/08/2019 will not be accepted.
9. The challenges will be evaluated by the experts and the answer keys will be finalized as per U.G.C.
guidelines and the final answer keys will be uploaded on the University website.
10. The State Agency’s decision on the student’s feedback shall be final and the result will be prepared on
the basis of final answer keys.
11. The candidates should take a printout of the RTGS form (available online) fill in the details & submit it
along with the printout of the feedback form. No refund will be made without submission of the RTGS
form.
12. As per UGC guidelines and as Notified in the notification for SET 23rd June, 2019, the grievances will not
be accepted once the SET result is declared.

Registrar & Member Secretary (SET)

